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How can we use remote sensing 
technology to assess exposure to 
natural hazards? 
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METEOR : Modelling Exposure Through Earth 
Observation Routines
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So what is exposure?    
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Kathmandu, Nepal
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Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
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Detailed structural information?    
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RISK
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How does OSM fit into this?    
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Exposure    

Level 1 : Global 
Level 2 : Country 
Level 3 : Sub-National 
Level 4 : Aggregated Building 
Level 5 : Building Specific 



To reduce the number of 
deaths and the number of 
people affected by disasters
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To strengthen resilience and 
adaptive capacity to natural 
disasters
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Deliver exposure data for 46 of the least developed 
ODA countries

Create open protocols to develop critical exposure 
information from EO data

Capacity-building of local decision makers to apply 
data and assess hazard exposure
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Kathmandu Living Labs
Gaurav Thapa
gaurav.thapa@kathmandulivinglabs.org



Survey 
Area
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Homogenous Zones/Development Patterns
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Building Systems and Materials
building:lateral:system building:lateral:material
moment_resisting_frame concrete_reinforced

masonry_wall brick

braced_frame steel

hybrid earth

dual_system (frame wall) mixed

confined_masonry bamboo

others wood

shear_wall steel-concrete_composite

First floor rcc second masonry (brick) stone 18



Building 
Materials

Building 
Systems
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Results of Remote Mapping
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Results

At the end of the field work a total of 2,701 buildings were 
surveyed. Some of these buildings had pre-existing attribute 
information following the tags identified from the data model 
such as building, building:adjacency, building:levels, 
roof:material and roof:shape, while the other tags were not 
present at all. The below table shows how the information 
uploaded through this project has added the tags outlined in 
the data model to this pre-existing information.
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HOT TANZANI



DATA COLLECTION IN DAR ES SALAAM
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METHODOLOGIES

● As a pre-field activity, building datasets is crucial as it supports 
the data collection process once field survey is to be conducted. 
Most parts of Dar es Salaam and Pwani were already digitized 
using either Bing or DigitalGlobe aerial imageries, there was a 
need to update and re-digitize most of the misaligned buildings 
using high-resolution imagery, drone Imagery from COWI with 
resolution of 10cm.This is an important process as it determines 
the level of quality of data to be collected in the field
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❖ REMOTE DIGITIZATION



Tasking Manager & Josm

The tasks were created from homogeneous zones 
sampled in different areas such as planned, 
unplanned, scattered and less populated areas. 
Using QGIS software, homogeneous zones were split 
into multiple polygons for task creation in GeoJSON 
format. The GeoJSON created for the multiple 
polygons was used to create an Area of Interest (AoI) 
in the tasking manager for projects. 34

https://geojson.org/


JOSM
The team used Java OpenStreetMap Editor (JOSM) to 
trace buildings and for initial quality checks before 
uploading data on OSM. Tracing buildings was easier 
because a high 6cm COWI resolution imagery provided 
by the Ministry of Lands, Housing and Human 
Settlements was used.

Throughout this activity, the mapping team was able to 
trace and fix existing errors of 9038 buildings in all 
zones.
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Buildings in homogenous zones before 
and after Digitization
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Digitization Results:
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TOOLS USED:OPENDATAKIT
OpenDataKit is a free mobile application that used in 
geospatial data collection. 

The application is integrated to the server that has 
questionnaire forms, it is very user friendly, can be used 
to fill, edit, send and more functions to the required 
form/questionnaire.

The questionnaire forms can be created  in different 
ways, some by using online builder in while others 
developed from scratch in excel  some basic and 
worksheet found within http://xlsform.org/en/ 38

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.odk.collect.android&hl=en
https://www.kobotoolbox.org/
http://xlsform.org/en/


OMK
OpenMapKit, is an extension of 
OpenDataKit allowing users to create 
professional quality mobile data 
collection surveys for field data 
collection
■ OMK is free and open-source.
■ It provides a way to record and 

submit information in the field 
based on OpenStreetMap.

■ https://openmapkit.org/
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.redcross.openmapkit
https://openmapkit.org/
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Map Campaigner

Is a monitoring tool created to manage field 
activities to check and review the status of the 
ongoing and completed field mapping 
campaigns. Since the zones were scattered, the 
campaigns were created following priority of the 
zones. The following is an example of the map 
campaigns created to check the completeness 
of attributes collected in the field after the data 
was uploaded to OSM: 42
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RESULTS

At the end of the field work, a total of 2951 
buildings were surveyed. Some of these 
buildings had pre-existing attributes 
information following the tags identified from 
the data model such as building, building:age, 
building:levels, and building:material while other 
tags were not present at all. 
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● Constant updating of collected data: Some of the 
data may be very dynamic, for example,damage and 
demolishing can change over a day, building uses 
and structures change over time.

● Fieldwork eclipse data cleaning and analysis:In 
some activities, we underestimated the resources 
needed and time allocation to conduct specific 
activities. 

● Chosen sample:the sample chosen in some place 
tend to be lower in number than  other zones
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Lessons learned



Thank you!
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